
    DicksDicks career began as a science teacher at  career began as a science teacher at OV'sOV's brand new high  brand new high 
school building in 1960. For the next 27 years, he school building in 1960. For the next 27 years, he endeavoredendeavored to  to 
provide a quality educational opportunity to each & every provide a quality educational opportunity to each & every 
student he taught.student he taught.
    Known as a friendly & compassionate teacher, many students Known as a friendly & compassionate teacher, many students 
noted that he was able to make his Biology classes both a fun & noted that he was able to make his Biology classes both a fun & 
interesting learning environment, even encouraging several to interesting learning environment, even encouraging several to 
continue their science education beyond the classroom.continue their science education beyond the classroom.
    Outside his science room, Dick served many years as a Class Outside his science room, Dick served many years as a Class 
Advisor, Yearbook Advisor and even taught English & Spanish Advisor, Yearbook Advisor and even taught English & Spanish 
when needed. However, many students were most when needed. However, many students were most gratefulgrateful for  for 
his willingness to serve 43 years as one of his willingness to serve 43 years as one of OV'sOV's driving  driving 
instructors. Many a student earned their license only through instructors. Many a student earned their license only through 
his patient instruction.his patient instruction.
    By serving his God as well as his community, Dick’s gentle By serving his God as well as his community, Dick’s gentle 
demeanordemeanor and always ready smile earned him the respect of both  and always ready smile earned him the respect of both 
his students and co-workers. his students and co-workers. 
    Dick was there for his students because of his love for them and Dick was there for his students because of his love for them and 
his desire to see each of them succeed in life. They knew he cared.his desire to see each of them succeed in life. They knew he cared.
As one former student put it so well, “Thank you for your quality As one former student put it so well, “Thank you for your quality 
as a person, kindness as a teacher & patience as a driving as a person, kindness as a teacher & patience as a driving 
instructor”.  Ameninstructor”.  Amen..

C. Richard Fry
OV Educator 1960 - 1987
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